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FINISHED MEASUREMENTS
40” x 40” (not including tassels)

MATERIALS
Premier® Yarns Colorfusion Chunky™ 
(100% Acrylic; 3.5oz/100g, 109yds/100m)
• 1174-12 Berries and Cream (MC) – 4 balls
Premier® Yarns Serenity Chunky™ (100% 
Acrylic; 3.5oz/100g, 109yds/100m)
• 700-21 Pristine (CC) – 4 balls
Needle: US Size 11 (8 mm) 24” or longer 
circular needle or size needed to obtain gauge
Notions: Tapestry needle, tassel maker or piece 
of cardboard (4x6”)

GAUGE
11 sts x 15 rows = 4” in Garter st
Save time, check your gauge.

STITCH GUIDE
Stripe Pattern (any number of sts, loosely carry 
color not in use along edge of work)
Rows 1 and 2: With CC, knit.
Rows 3 and 4: With MC, knit.
Rep Rows 1-4 for patt.

PATTERN NOTES
This Blanket is worked flat from end to end.  

If you prefer, this can also be worked in one 
color, two Colorfusion Chunky colors or two 
Serenity Chunky colors for a ton of options and 
different looks. 

Tassels are added to the corners once the 
knitting is complete. 
Folded in half diagonally, this also makes a 
super cozy wrap!

BLANKET
With MC, cast on 110 sts. 
Next Row: Knit.
Work even in Stripe Pattern until piece meas 
40” from cast-on edge, end having just worked 
a Row 3. With MC, loosely bind off all sts.

FINISHING
Tassels (Make 4)
With MC and CC held together, make tassel. 
If using tassel maker, follow manufacturer’s 
instructions.
To make your own tassel maker, holding piece 
of cardboard vertically so it is taller than it is 
wide, cut a ½” tall by 2” wide slit 2” down from 
the top of the rectangle. See diagram on next 
page. Wrap yarn around section of cardboard 
with slit to desired thickness. Tie a piece of 
yarn around the tassel using the slit. 
Remove from carboard at cut bottom of tassel. 
Attach a tassel at each corner of Blanket. 

Weave in ends. 

Abbreviations
CC  contrasting color
Garter st Knit every row.
MC  main color
meas  measure 
patt  pattern
rep  repeat(ing)
st(s)  stitch(es)
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project continued
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DIY Tassel Making Diagram


